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Michael Hofmann is both a tremendous enthusiast for the poets he loves
and a vengeful prosecutor of those he feels have sold the art short. His

new book of essays is a brilliantly written tour of the Hofmann horizon. More
substantial than Between the Lines (2001), his previous collection of mostly
short pieces, it retains that book’s characteristically idiosyncratic rhythms and
sharply sweet-and-sour tones.  Even a reader who disagrees with Hofmann will
savour the way he frames his arguments for and against his subjects: poets and
poetry, translations (and translated), the lives of artists. 

Over the decade in which the essays accumulated, Hofmann’s translation
(and editorial) work has accelerated rapidly. There is an accordingly large if not
quite comprehensive section of the new book devoted to that side of his work:
passionate advocacy in the case of Gottfried Benn and other esteemed German-
language writers and artists, as opposed to, say, the fiction of Stefan Zweig,
which gets the full Hofmann treatment. Look away now, those of you who
enjoyed Wes Anderson’s adaptation of Zweig in The Grand Budapest Hotel. For
Hofmann, Zweig is “sodden, formulaic, thin, swollen, platitudinous”. Such
vituperation is sporadic. He is consistently down-at-mouth about
‘developments’ in poetry: “Poetry in America has declined to a civil war, a banal
derby between two awful teams, and in Britain to a variety show (albeit, I
suppose, a royal variety show)”, which nods to recent laureates as well as,
beautifully, to “royal” as a kind of sweary intensifier. One favoured
contemporary is “a carnivore if not a cannibal in the blandly vegan compound
of contemporary poetry”. Benn is the opposite of “state poets”, who are “useful,
obedient and subsidised”.

Hofmann’s passions are usually communicated in great rushes of adjectives
and adverbs. Conscious of his own weakness for the adjective as judgement, he
defends it as if he invented it. Or as if his favourite writer, Robert Lowell, had.
Writing on Lowell (repeatedly, again), he declares that Lowell made the
adjective “respectable”, itself an odd choice of adjective (he attributes to Adam
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Zagajewski a similarly salvific feat with the adverb). In a typical, self-reflexively
adjective-heavy paragraph, he argues: “An adjective, an adequate adjective, is a
thought or a perception. Where – as often happens in Lowell – adjectives come
in twos or threes, they are constellations, distinctive and collusive, radiant with
outward meaning and human prediction, and held together by inscrutable
inward gravitational bonds.” 

If his adjectival style has become more intense and assured over the past
decade, it occasionally feels mannered when he pans a writer. Eviscerating
Zweig, Grass or Zbigniew Herbert’s most recent translator, it can sometimes
feel that Hofmann is playing a part, that he has become a great one for doing
someone. When writing about Elizabeth Bishop, a poet he clearly admires but
whose overwhelming popularity he finds off-putting, he wonders what it might
be like to pan her. It comes easily: she is, he almost argues, “sybilline”,
“immaculate” and, eventually, a “dystopian Beatrix Potter”.  

However, like most of his British contemporaries, he is strongly drawn to the
fractures of the American mid-century that he reads through Bishop’s writing:
he is brilliant on Lowell and Bishop’s correspondence, interesting and
biographical on Weldon Kees, pickier about Berryman, whose strange English
second life no one, surely, could have predicted; and it will be no surprise that
the one contemporary American poet he discusses is Frederick Seidel. Lowell,
then, continues to preside as Hofmann’s modern poet par excellence: he is the
yardstick used to measure all others.  Seidel is credited with “an incredibly
highly developed ability to ‘do’ his teacher, Robert Lowell”. Reading Ted
Hughes, the references feel more bolted on: would anyone other than Hofmann
say, of Hughes’s poem ‘Remembering Teheran’, that one line is a “a little like
Lowell”, another features a “Lowellian pairing”, while a third line “is Lowell”?
It is as unconvincing as it is enjoyable. 

But, aside from his usefulness as a sort of north pole for Hofmann’s critical
compass, does Hofmann have anything to say about Lowell? There is, for
instance, nothing here about Lowell’s relationship to his progenitors Auden
and Yeats, whose quarrels and transnational poetries prefigure Hofmann’s
interests in Lowell (and whose testy modernist-to-postmodernist relationship
seems to shadow his understanding of Bishop’s relationship to Lowell). Instead,
the ins and outs of his defence of Lowell are narrowly conducted via his reading
of Bishop, although there is a glancing, backhanded acknowledgement, in his
celebration of James Schuyler, of John Ashbery and Frank O’Hara’s “reflex
opposition” and “distaste” for Lowell. (How celebratory is Hofmann’s Schuyler
essay? “I had,” he writes, “the (for me) heretical thought that perhaps I liked it
[Schuyler’s poetry] even better than Lowell.”)

In the UK, Hofmann is unexpectedly sympathetic (“the greatest English poet
since Shakespeare”) and brilliant on Ted Hughes. There are speculative pieces
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on modernist outliers Basil Bunting and W.S. Graham (whose disdain for
“plastic Scots” he seconds). A single slight piece on Seamus Heaney this time,
instead of the larger place Northern Irish poetry (Heaney, Muldoon, Paulin)
previously occupied in his critical imagination. Here, he reads closely a three-
line poem, ‘1.1.87’, without noticing – until, he tells us, a student pointed it
out to him – that the poem is a haiku, apparently missing the additional clue
to its formal nature in the poem’s title.  It’s strange too that Hofmann, so
interested in patrimony in his own poems, is so disgengaged here from
Heaney’s late-developing  reimagination of sons and fathers, a turn which might
be said to begin with this poem.

The book is packed with terrific close readings, which often feel as if
Hofmann is humming along with the poems he discovers for us, dwelling on
each word until its particular resonances for the poem under discussion become
apparent to all. (Is Hofmann’s workshop the place where New Criticism went?)
With some of the poems discussed here, or Ian Hamilton’s poetics of
subtraction, it is hard to know how anyone can supplement his exhaustively
perceptive, play-by-play, ‘as-live’ reading of them. And he has, as anyone who
reads his poems knows, a terrific ear. His Anglo-American experience also makes
him expert on the import-export of British and American English: “Lowell
rhymes,” he tells us, “with vowel or towel”; Ian Hamilton’s “bloated” demands
“the careful British dental t, not the drawled American half d.” And he has a
translator’s love for the untranslatable, loving Bunting’s “writing English like
a foreign language”, a skill with which he also credits Pound and, of course,
Lowell, whose ‘Dunbarton’ (“I lanced it in the fauve ooze for newts”) is one
example of his writing a “wild interstitial English entirely his own”.

It may be on linguistic grounds, his relish for idioms and new sounds, that
Hofmann approves a couple of colonials. Les Murray is a poet whose appetite
for the world he marvels at, and then uses as an example by which he can find
other poets wanting. (Every idea in the book is both a carrot and a stick.) While
a reader will be glad he made the effort to salute Murray, his discussions of
Australian poetry (and Karen Solie) seem amazed, really, that poetry happens
at all in places like Canada and Australia. The workaday biographies of the
Australian poets he lists in a review of one anthology persuade him to coin an
embarrassing new compound: “ethnosociobiographical”. On Solie, whose work
he praises, there is something arch about his declaration: “how tremendous
that all this exists”.  But then how many books of criticism do you finish by
wishing for more?  

The news in this book is not that Michael Hofmann remains obsessed by
Robert Lowell; it is not, either, that try as he might to discover new eminences
(and it would be interesting to read him not just on Seidel and Murray and
Solie but on other originals, Anne Carson, say, or Louise Glück, or Kathleen
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Jamie), he is dismayed by the absence of a central poet in the English-language
world. The news is that, in every essay here, he is still writing critical prose so
enjoyable and engaging that it fits Bishop’s description of the work of G.M.
Hopkins (as Hofmann names him): “not a thought, but a mind thinking”. 

John McAuliffe’s new collection, The Way In, is published by Gallery.
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